The stress reaction and its molecular events: splicing variants.
The growth of cells and tissues is regulated by stress. When body is injured, it manifests a large spectrum of metabolic, endocrine, and immune alterations, which is named stress reaction. Among them, the production of growth factors may play a critical role. For osteoblasts and myoblasts, IGF-I has been shown to be involved in the process of cells in response to overloads. There are two splicing forms, one is IGF-Ea, the other is the IGF-IEb in the rodents and corresponds to IGF-IEc in humans. The latter is markedly up-regulated in response to overloads. Therefore, it has been named mechanogrowth factor. The link between the mechanical stimulus and the gene expression represents a new and important area in cell science. Understanding the process of splicing in IGF-I helps one to investigate the mechanotransduction of cells in response to mechanical stimulation at molecular level.